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Individual differences in visual and auditory processing
of emotional material
Abstract: Presented studies investigated the specificity of visual and auditory modalities in attentional processing of
emotion, and its association with temperamental dimensions and trait-like attentional control (AC). During preliminary
study 30 participants were presented with the paper-pencil visual search task (Emotional Faces Attentional Test) and
emotional prosody detection tasks (Emotional Prosody Test). Results revealed visual happiness superiority and auditory
sadness superiority. During the main study, in addition to attentional performance, 51 subjects were administrated two
questionnaires: EPQ-R and Attentional Control Scale. Introducing individual differences into analysis limited the general
pattern of modality distinctiveness in attentional processing of emotional stimuli obtained in the preliminary study. Findings
for all personality traits studied separately showed that Extraversion and low Neuroticism were associated with the visual
sadness superiority. Whereas interactional analysis indicated effective visual threat processing in extraverts with good AC
and effective friendly prosody detection when Neuroticism and AC remain in inverse relationship. Hence, we have found
that processing emotional targets in both modalities is associated with temperament dimensions and their interactions with
attentional control. Additionally, findings from both studies suggest that general psychological laws might be challenged
by individual differences.
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Introduction
A large number of empirical studies have
demonstrated that humans can correctly recognize others
affect both from facial expressions and voice samples,
regardless of the verbal content spoken (Johnstone &
Scherer, 2000). Accuracy of affective state recognition
depends primarily on communication channel of emotion
expression (Wallbott & Scherer, 1986), which is linked
to diverse functioning of attention in vision and audition
(Styles, 2006), and on receivers personality characteristics,
such as anxiety, temperament, style of coping (Fajkowka &
Eysenck, 2008) or depression (Siegmand & Boyle, 1993).
However, research on the accuracy of basic emotions
detection in visual and auditory attentional tasks have
left unexplained variance. Moreover, most investigations
examining attentional biases in emotion perception, which
are greatly influenced by arousal-related and effort-related

personality predispositions, have focused on visual tasks that
primarily engage the reactive posterior attentional system
(Fajkowka & Eysenck, 2008; Fox, 2008). Nevertheless, it
is convincible that voluntary attention is also recruited in
the detection of emotional facial expressions and prosody.
It has been indicated that anxious good attenders show
smaller orienting effect toward threatening stimuli than
anxious participants with poor attentional control (AC)
(Derryberry & Reed, 2002). We argue that, in addition to
their automatic attentional biases, personality dimensions,
such as Extraversion or Neuroticism, are also heterogeneous
with regard to AC, and differ in terms of recruiting volitional
attention in processing of emotional material (cf. Fajkowska
& Derryberry, 2010). Hence, the purpose of our studies is
to identify the patterns of basic emotion detection in both
modalities, and to investigate how personality and traitlike AC influence the accuracy of emotional expression
detection in visual and auditory channels.
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Preliminary study: Detection of basic emotions
in vision and audition
Early studies on emotional facial expressions’
processing investigated mainly the accuracy of facial
displays recognition (Ekman, 1992; Izard, 1977) and
showed that happiness is the easiest and most accurately
identified emotion in visual modality, with its mean
recognition accuracy equal about 90%. It is hypothesized
that happiness may be the easiest facial expression to
reproduce voluntarily and might be the most frequently
used one (Ekman & Friesen, 1976; Gainotti, 2000), hence
such high detection correctness. More recent studies on
the processing of facial expressions which additionally
measured reaction times of face detection, demonstrated that
there also exists a genuine enhancement of the recognition
of angry target faces (Fox, 2002; Hansen & Hansen, 1988;
Őhman, Lundqvist, & Esteves, 2001). Accordingly, it is
probable that the detection of angry and happy faces engages
different components of the attentional system. Orienting
our attention towards threatening faces may be dictated by
reactive posterior attentional system (Posner & Petersen,
1990; Posner & Rothbart, 1998), whereas detecting
happy face may be influenced by anterior attentional
system (e.g., Derryberry, 2002). Precisely, Fajkowska
and Derryberry (2010) postulated the strategic nature of
positive information, which consists in a less automatic and
more voluntary properties of attention to happiness than to
threat. Thus, along with these findings we expect that the
effortful AC may modulate the accuracy of detection of
specific emotional facial expression.
Contrary to vision, some studies on detection of
emotional prosody (global patterns of emotional acoustic
cues that indicate the intentional emotional tone of a
speaker) suggest that anger and sadness are the easiest and
most accurately recognized emotions in auditory modality
(Johnstone & Scherer; 2000; Juslin & Laukka, 2003).
Johnstone and Scherer (2000) suggested that voice is
probably more suitable for signaling certain emotions than
other and, therefore, being able to threaten others in a fairly
indirect way over large distances has a clear adaptive value.
High recognition of sadness can be explained in terms of
bandpass filter. Styels (2006) indicated that sound frequency
appears to be a more effective selective cue than spatial
location in case of vocal stimuli. Auditory attention acts
as a filter, only passing frequencies with limited frequency
band. Hence, individuals can orient their attention to the
expected frequency and filter out other frequencies. Since
sadness is associated with a decrease in speech rate and
loudness (Scherer, 1986), it is probably recognized through
its relatively unique vocal profile.
However, a study by Trimmer and Cuddy (2008)
on recognition of emotional prosody, did not confirm these
patterns of results. They revealed that participants showed
greater recognition accuracy in case of happy utterances
than in case of angry, fearful or sad ones, and suggested that
these results indicate cross-sensory processes of emotion
recognition.
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Since the above-mentioned results provide unclear
evidence, we have designed two separate studies utilizing
the same procedure as to, in the first one, identify the
general patterns of attentional processing across visual
and auditory modality, and the second one, as to exam
any changes in these general patterns after introducing
individual differences to the analysis.

Method
Participants
30 participants (19 females) with a mean age of 30.5 years
(SDage = 9.77) took part in a study.
Procedure
Visual and auditory attentional tests were administrated
separately with a one week interval.
Emotional Faces Attentional Test – paper and pencil visual
search task (EFAT; Fajkowska, 2013). The set of stimuli
consisted of 384 Ekman colored pictures of emotional
facial expressions and included threatening (Th), friendly
(F), sad (S), and neutral (Ne) faces (Ekman & Friesen,
1976). Pictures were taken from 16 individuals (8 males)
and were arranged in 24 x 16 blocks on a standard sheet
of paper. Stimuli were randomly presented. Participants
were instructed to cross out as quickly as possible a target
face expression, Th, F, and S face respectively, in matrix
within 2 minutes. The order of the emotional faces search
was controlled.
Emotional Prosody Test (EPT; Bryan, 1989; Łojek, 2007) is
composed of 16 spoken, meaningless utterances pronounced
with three randomly presented target intonations: threatening
(Th), friendly (F), and sad (S). The task is recorded on a CD
and was presented via computer loudspeakers. Participants
were instructed to indicate on the separate sheet of paper
the particular target intonation. The order of the emotional
intonation search was controlled.
Results

Repeated measures two-way multivariate analyses
of variance (MANOVAs) consisting of facial affect (3) or
prosody (3) as within-subject factors were performed in order
to investigate the effectiveness of processing the emotional
material. Response accuracy (the percentage of participants’
correct responses consistent with the original coding)
indicating effectiveness of attentional processing, and total
number of errors, which constitute of the percentage of
participants’ responses inconsistent with the original coding
(false alarms) and omitted target expressions (omissions)
denoting ineffectiveness of attentional processing were
taken into investigation.
The analysis of visual response accuracy showed
that the emotional facial expression effect has reached
significance, F(2,28)= 63.75, p < .001, η2 = .82. Positive
facial targets were detected most effectively. More precisely,
F faces (.72[mean]) were detected more accurately than
Th (.43) and S (.37) ones, p < .001; .001, respectively.
Moreover, participants recognized Th facial expressions
with more hits than S faces, p < .03.
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Additionally, it was revealed that the type of
emotional facial expression had a significant effect on
mistakes made during the detection task, F(2,28) = 32.61,
p < .001, η2= .70. Participants made less mistakes while
identifying F faces (.03) as compared with Th (.09) and
S (.11) ones, p < .001; .001, respectively (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Response accuracy and mistakes in visual
modality.

1992; Izard, 1977). Since reaction times were not measured,
enhancement of the recognition of angry target faces could
not be observed (e.g., Pinkham et al., 2010). The results of
auditory response accuracy indicate that sadness is the most
effectively recognized prosody, probably due to its unique
vocal profile (Scherer, 1986).
However, regardless of the engaged modality,
detection of emotional stimuli also depends largely on the
level of one’s arousal and cognitive properties. Arousal
is considered as the basis for individual differences in
temperament (Strelau, 2000) and is crucial for regulating the
interplay between an individual and environment. It can be
assumed that temperamental traits determine one’s level of
arousal, which may be activated under emotional stimulation
and, hence, they can also specifically differentiate the
recognition accuracy of this stimulation (Fajkowska &
Krejtz, 2006). Moreover, personality dimensions are
crucial in terms of posterior and anterior attentional systems
functioning (cf. Fajkowska, 2013). Consequently, the main
study is aimed at investigating how individual differences
in temperament traits and AC, seen as relatively stable
individual predispositions, influence the general pattern of
emotion recognition in visual and auditory modality.

Main study: Individual differences in detection
of basic emotions in vision and audition

Figure 2. Response accuracy and mistakes in auditory
modality.
Furthermore, the analysis of auditory response
accuracy showed significant main effect of vocal affect,
F(2,28) = 13.68, p < .001, η2 = .49, revealing that
S intonation (.96) was detected more accurately than Th
(.85) and F (.77) ones, p < .01; .001, respectively. In addition,
the type of emotional prosody had a significant effect on
mistakes, F(2,28) = 23.9, p < .001, η2 = .63. S intonation
(.01) was identified with less mistakes than both Th (.21)
and F (.10) ones, p < .001; .001, respectively. Moreover,
analysis showed that F vocal signals were detected with less
mistakes than Th one, p < .001 (see Figure 2).
Discussion
The results of the preliminary study clearly
demonstrate a modality differentiation over responses to
affective material. In visual channel, happiness is the most
effectively processed emotional facial expression, which
confirms early studies on facial emotion detection (Ekman,

It has been indicated that personality traits,
such as Extraversion or Neuroticism, are associated with
attentional biases to process different classes of information
(see Fox, 2008). These biases are mainly related to the
functioning of stimulus driven attentional system. In visual
modality, for example, Extraversion is associated with
faster reaction times to positive words or faces (Rusting &
Larsen, 1998), which implies faster encoding of positive
material. Moreover, extraverts are slower to disengage their
attention from the location where a positive incentive has
been presented, while introverts are slower to disengage
their attention from the location where a negative incentive
have been presented (Derryberry & Reed, 1994). However,
most of the research on attentional biases of extraverts were
focused solely on visual tasks. Nevertheless, since many
studies indicate that Extraversion is greatly associated
with positive affect (e.g., DeNeve & Cooper, 1998; Lucas
& Fujita, 2000) and sensitivity to visual positive stimuli
(e.g., Depue & Collins, 1999; Gomez, Gomez, & Cooper
2002), we hypothesize that this preferential processing of
positively valenced material may also occur in auditory
modality. Moreover, it has been indicated that Extraversion
is positively correlated with voluntary AC (see Derryberry,
2002; Derryberry & Reed, 2001, 2003; Fajkowska &
Derryberry, 2010). Therefore, extraverts should be superior
in comparison to introverts during emotion detection task
constraining their automatic attentional reactions to positive
material and focusing their cognitive resources on detecting
other basic emotions in both modalities. Alternatively, it is
also highly probable that neither extraverts nor introverts
are the homogeneous groups with regard to AC. Thus,
detection of affective material in attentional task might not
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only depend on temperamental traits, but also on the scope
of effortful attention recruitment. Extraverts with good AC
may perform better during visual and auditory attentional
detection tasks than extraverts with poor AC. The same
principle can possibly apply to introverts.
Although anxiety, but not Neuroticism, is referred
to in most attentional studies (Szymura, 2007), and many
researchers use these terms interchangeably (see Fox,
2008), it is suggested that neurotics exhibit attentional
biases towards negatively valenced information, especially
threat. Some research indicate that high anxiety (ipso facto
Neuroticism) is associated with an impaired ability to
actively inhibit threat-related emotional material (Derryberry
& Reed, 2002; Fox, 1994), and reduced ability to recruit
attentional control (Bishop, Duncan, Brett, & Lawrence,
2004). Hence, highly anxious individuals may process
emotional facial expressions more automatically than those
with low levels of anxiety (Fox, Russo & Georgiou, 2005).
It has been shown that the same biases occur in auditory
modality. During a dichotic listening task participants with
higher levels of trait-anxiety (Neuroticism) experience more
disruption to the shadowing task when threat-related words
are presented to the non-shadowed ear (Foa & McNally,
1986; Mathews & MacLeod, 1985). Moreover, Corbetta,
and Shulman (2002) indicated that anxiety (Neuroticism)
impairs efficient functioning of the goal-directed attentional
system, and increases the extent to which processing is
influenced by the ‘bottom-up’ attentional system. On the
other hand, additional studies (Derryberry & Reed, 2002;
Fajkowska & Eysenck, 2008) have shown that highly
anxious individuals form a heterogeneous group, which
differs in the level of ‘top-down’ attentional control.
Thus, anxious good attenders are able to constrain their
automatic tendencies to preferentially process threatening
material, as opposed to anxious poor attenders. Therefore,
we hypothesize that, similarly to extraverts and introverts,
neurotics are possibly not a homogeneous group with regard
to the functioning of anterior attentional system, and their
performance in emotion detection attentional task will
depend on the level of ‘top-down’ AC.
To conclude, we expected that participants
would preferentially process facial and acoustic emotional
information congruent with their temperamental traits
studied solely or in interactions. The level of volitional AC,
however, might moderate these effects.

Method
Participants
51 undergraduate students (34 females) with a mean age
of 24.3 years (SDage = 6.59) completed two questionnaires:
Eysenck Personality Questionnaire – Revised (EPQ-R;
Eysenck & Eysenck, 1994) and Attentional Control Scale
(Fajkowska & Derryberry, 2010). They were categorized
into two groups (low and high intensity of the given trait)
based on the median split on Extraversion, Neuroticism, and
Attention Control.
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Procedure
EFAT (Fajkowska, 2013) and EPT (Bryan, 1989; Łojek,
2007) were administered separately with a one week
interval.

Results
Repeated measures two-way multivariate analyses
of variance (MANOVAs) consisting of facial affect (3)
or prosody (3) as within-subject factors were performed
to analyze processing of visual and auditory emotional
material across the whole group. Analogically, response
accuracy and total number of errors were analyzed.
The results revealed the same pattern of processing,
as obtained in the preliminary study: visual happiness
superiority and auditory sadness superiority. On a more
elaborated level, the analysis of visual response accuracy
showed that there was a main effect of facial affect, F(2,49)
= 170.42, p < .001, η2 = .87. F faces (.75) were detected
more accurately than Th (.47) and S (.37) ones, p < .001;
.001, respectively. Moreover, Th faces were recognized
with more hits than S faces, p < .001. In addition, the results
denoted significant effect of emotional facial expression on
mistakes, F(2,49) = 42.74, p < .001, η2 = .64. F faces (.04)
were identified with less mistakes than Th (.10) and S (.11)
ones, p < .001; .001, respectively.
The analysis of the auditory response accuracy
revealed significant emotional intonation effect, F(2,41) =
13.34, p < .001, η2 = .39. Results indicated that S prosody
(.97) was detected more accurately than Th (.90) and F (.77)
ones, p < .01; .001, respectively. Furthermore, participants
identified Th vocal samples more accurately than F ones,
p < .001. In addition, it was shown that the type of emotional
intonation had a significant effect on mistakes, F(2,41) =
24.8, p < .001, η2 = .55. S intonation (.01) was recognized
with less mistakes than both Th (.18) and F (.11) prosody,
p < .001; .001, respectively. Analysis also indicated that F
intonation was identified with less mistakes than Th one,
p < .001.
Subsequently, repeated measures two-way
multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) using facial
affect (3) or prosody (3) as within-subject factors and
between-subject factor Group (2) were conducted, to test
whether there are any differences in response accuracy and
mistakes between the distinguished groups.
Evidence for all personality traits studied
separately showed that Extraversion and low Neuroticism
were associated with the visual sadness superiority. There
were no significant results for AC across both modalities and
all differential traits and auditory modality. Thus, betweengroup differences in visual response accuracy reached
significance, F(2,47) = 2.96, p < .05, η2 = .16. Extraverts
(.42) detected S faces more effectively than introverts (.32),
p < .01. Moreover, it was revealed that the type of emotional
facial expression had a significant effect on mistakes,
F(2,47) = 3.73, p < .02, η2 = .19, with non-neurotics (.08)
making less mistakes during S faces recognition than
neurotics (.15), p < .01.
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Repeated measures two-way analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) using facial affect (3) or prosody (3) as withinsubject factors and between-subject factor Group (2) have
been conducted in order to investigate interactions between
temperamental traits, and temperamental traits and AC.
There were no significant results on relation between
temperamental traits interaction and visual and auditory
processing.
Results indicate significant Extraversion x AC
interaction for response accuracy of Th facial expressions,
F(1,51)= 4.08, p < .05, η2 = .08. Extraverts with good AC
detected Th faces more accurately than introverts, who
score high on AC, F(1,47) = 5.96, p < .02, η2 = .11 (see
Figure 3).
Figure 5. Means of mistakes of friendly prosody
detection in Neuroticism and AC.

Figure 3. Means of accuracy of threatening faces
detection in Extraversion and AC.

Moreover, analysis of response accuracy in
auditory modality revealed significant Neuroticism x AC
interaction for F prosody, F(1,45) = 6.14, p < .01, η2 =
.13. Non-neurotics with good AC detected F prosody more
accurately then neurotics with good AC, F(1,41) = 12.63,
p < .01, η2 = .23. On the other hand, neurotics with poor
AC recognized F utterances significantly more accurately
than neurotics with good volitional AC, F(1,41) = 7.68,
p < .01, η2 = .16 (see Figure 4). In addition, Neuroticism x AC
interaction for mistakes of F prosody recognition reached
significance, F(1,45) = 7.78, p < .01, η2 = .16. Neurotics
with good AC made significantly more mistakes than nonneurotics with good AC, F(1,41) = 11.83, p < .001, η2 = .22.
Furthermore, neurotic poor attenders made less mistakes
during F prosody recognition than neurotic good attenders,
F(1,41) = 10.42, p < .01, η2 = .20 (see Figure 5).

General Discussion

Figure 4. Means of accuracy of friendly prosody
detection in Neuroticism and AC.

The purpose of this paper was to identify the
pattern of basic emotion recognition in visual and auditory
modalities, and to investigate how temperament and traitlike AC influence the accuracy of emotional expression
detection in these channels. Our studies revealed distinct
emotional stimuli recognition with visual happiness
superiority and auditory sadness superiority. This pattern
of results confirms studies on facial expression recognition
(Hansen & Hansen, 1988) and, to some extent, results
of Johnstone and Scherer’s (2000) research on emotion
recognition in auditory modality. Since sad voice, in
comparison with other basic emotions, is characterized
by noticeable decease in frequency, we believe that it is
quite effective selective cue for auditory attention. High
recognition of angry prosody was not confirmed, as both
anger and happiness have similar vocal profile.
However, involvement of temperamental traits into
analysis produced the reverse pattern of results compared
to that obtained in the preliminary study and replicated in
the main study. Extraverts and non-neurotics demonstrated
enhanced sadness processing in visual modality. These
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personality dimensions are typified by low cortical and
visceral arousal respectively, and efficient functioning
of ‘top-down’ attentional system. These underlying
characteristics may be responsible for the improved
processing of sadness in this channel. Sad facial expression
communicates requests for help, comfort, or support
(Hortsmann, 2003) and evoke social interaction (Huebner
& Izard, 1988). Hence, it can be assumed that for highly
aroused (introverts) and emotionally reactive individuals
(neurotics) providing comfort to sad individuals is of great
effort and, therefore, their recognition accuracy of this
emotion is decreased. A growing literature also suggests
that individuals high in Extraversion have greater working
memory capacity (Lieberman, 2000) and, consequently,
may have greater freedom than introverts to attend to
particular aspects of an emotional stimulus (Lieberman &
Rosenthal, 2001). Moreover, Hutcherson and colleagues
(2008) revealed that attentional focus does not influence
the relationship between Extraversion and neural response
to positive stimuli, but does impact the response to negative
(sad) stimuli. Our results regarding Extraversion x AC
interaction in visual modality by some means confirm their
findings and show that volitional attention also moderates
the detection accuracy of negative (threatening) facial
expressions. However, a complete understanding of this
phenomenon requires further studies.
Involvement of temperamental traits in auditory
attentional task produced specific patterns of responses to
emotional stimuli. However, this effect is modulated by the
level of effortful AC. Non-neurotics with good AC detected
friendly prosody more effectively than neurotics with good
AC. Moreover, neurotic poor attenders recognized happy
utterances significantly more effectively than neurotic
good attenders. It seems that in order to detect friendly
prosody correctly, these two traits (N and AC) should
remain in proportionally inverse relationship. In line with
theoretical assumptions proposed by Fajkowska (2013)
this relation might be explained by functional overlapping
between Neuroticism and trait-like AC in their controlling
functions. Speculatively, low Neuroticism and high AC
or high Neuroticism and low AC alternatively co-occur
with auditory happiness superiority as they play a similar
controlling function in this situational (experimental)
arrangement. As stated earlier in the text, both auditory
detection and happiness detection activate more strategic
ways of processing. Thus, these two traits may participate
in directing and monitoring the ongoing auditory positive
stimulation adequately to the organism’s capacities of
processing stimulation. It seems that inverse relation of
both traits denotes their regulative functions in auditory
processing happiness (cf. Fajkowska, 2013).
It is worth noticing that when personality traits were
studied separately, results for AC across both modalities
and for all studied traits and auditory modality were not
found. One possible explanation might be addressed to
the utilized tasks. It seems that performance on these tasks
imposes substantial demands on the posterior, not anterior
attentional control system. However, AC has revealed itself
in the interactions with Extraversion and Neuroticism and
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‘serves’ them as the ‘intentional controller’ of processing
emotions, not congruent with these temperamental traits.
In addition, the processing across auditory modality may
be considered as connected with intentional aspects of
attention, and engages traits’ constellations rather than a
single trait.
To sum up, we have found that processing
emotional targets in both modalities is associated with
temperament dimensions and their interactions with AC.
Several findings are novel and constitute a subject for future
research in order to clarify their optimal interpretation.
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